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 Project meeting in Bulgaria 

The meeting in Bulgaria was mostly based on mediation and 
solving conflict techniques: assertive communication and how to pass 
from conflict to communication. 

The  reunion started with an opening speech of Head Teacher 
of Dimitar Talev Secondary School and welcoming speech of the 
Principal of School Trustee Board. Presentation of the working agenda 
and of the specific cultural, social and educational environment of the 
topic of the project in the host country was made by Tatyana Vasileva. 
Presentation of the Institution and the Bulgarian particularities 
regarding the topic of the project, the specific cultural, social and 
educational environment was made by Yana Valkova, a primary school 
teacher. She has presented the school, their goals, their facilities, their 
support from the trustee school board, their other partnerships projects 
and their results. After the presentations of our Bulgarian colleagues, 
the participants have visited the school, especially the classrooms and 
their facilities, such as intelligent table-board in every classroom or 
desktop-computers for every student, but most interesting was the 
parent’s corner where teacher can mediate different conflicts or explain 
the pupil’s school situations. 

Point of interest 

 - Workshop: “ From conflict to communication” Presentation of  

Design Training , highlighting mediation and solving conflict 

techniques: assertive communication 

- Round table  “Together in Mediation to optimize 
communication in educational, social and cultural 
environment”- A review of Project activities  of Dimitar Talev 
Secondary School Trustee Board (2013-2015)-presentation;  
results and perspectives, communique  
- Workshop:     “Why and how to listen”  -  Presentation of  

Design Training ,  practicing active listening techniques 

- Parents’ Corner- meeting 



 

 

 
 

 

                                          

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

- Assertive communicators are responsible for his or her own actions.  

- Assertive speakers use language constructively; 

- Posture, gestures, and facial expressions support his or her message 

- In our second day of mobility, Tatyana Vasileva has presented a 

review regarding the other project meetings and made an evaluation 

of all things what happened before our reunion. This was followed by 

a workshop named “Why and how to listen” - Presentation of Design 

Training, practicing active listening techniques. Ignat Sorin has 

presented an exercise named “With the hands in mud”. The 

participants had to establish their partner and blinded with scarves the 

partners had to make an object using clay. They had to communicate 

between them but they couldn’t see each other.  

- The participants concluded that we are different, we have different 

way of communicate but we learned that it is  useful if we listen to 

each other when we have to do something together and we have a 

deadline. If we can identify others style of communicating we can 

reach very fast to resolving the problems. 

During this workshop it was another exercise in which the participants had to 

choose an animal from five showed: a fox, a bear, a shark, an owl and a turtle. 

The participants put their name on the paper where their favorite animal was. 

After choosing the animals we presented each psychological meaning of every 

animal. After the presentation of the animals, the participants had to answer 

some questions like: “Does their animal choice correspond to their way of 

resolving conflicts? “ The participants answered that the description of their 

chosen animal corresponds to their way of mediating a conflict and the 

colleagues sustained that every choice is true. The participants resumed that it 

is not enough to know only their style of communication but it is important to 

listen the other one to know his style also when mediating a conflict. 

The cultural activities suggested by the Bulgarian colleagues included the visit 

of the Ethnographic Complex” Old Dobrich”and The Queens Mary Palace  in  

Balchik. 

“Listening is not waiting to talk.” – Scott Ginsberg 

“Whenever you're in conflict with someone, there is one factor that can make the difference between damaging your 

relationship and deepening it. That factor is attitude.”-William James 

During the meeting Ungureanu Andreea-Constantina presented a 
power-point presentation of design training, highlighting mediation and solving 
conflict techniques: assertive communication: the Four Approaches to 
Communication; Three Stages of the Listening Process; How Say It 
Assertively and Speaking Positively. They have talked about four styles of 
communication with our students, of ways of listening our pupils problems and, 
most important of all, how to use the assertiveness to mediate a conflict. The 
presentation was made during an workshop named “From conflict to 
communication”. The workshop results were that the only way of putting down 
a conflict is to listen to the problem and try to mediate it than using a form of 
violent language or worst not to listen and to force the students to do what we 

think is good for them to do. 


